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(57) ABSTRACT 

A plurality of blocks of waveform data are stored in a 
memory, which also Stores, for each of the blocks, Synchro 
nizing information representative of a plurality of cycle 
Synchronizing points that are indicative of periodic specific 
phase positions where the block of waveform data should be 
Synchronized in phase with another block of waveform data. 
Two blocks of waveform data (e.g., harmonic and nonhar 
monic components) are read out from the memory, along 
with the synchronizing information. On the basis of the 
Synchronizing information, the readout of two blocks of 
waveform data is controlled using the Synchronizing infor 
mation. There is Stored, for each of the blocks, at least one 
piece of Synchronizing position information indicative of a 
Specific position where the block should be Synchronized 
with another block, and the readout of the individual blocks 
of waveform data is controlled so that the blocks are 
Synchronized with each other using the Synchronizing posi 
tion information. 
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR SYNTHESIZING 
A PLURALITY OF WAVEFORMS IN 

SYNCHRONIZED MANNER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The present invention relates generally to appara 
tus and methods for producing waveforms of musical tones, 
Voices or other desired Sounds on the basis of waveform data 
read out from a waveform memory or the like, and more 
particularly to an improved waveform producing apparatus 
and method capable of producing waveforms that faithfully 
represent tone color variations effected by a human player 
using various Styles of rendition or various kinds of articu 
lation unique to a particular natural musical instrument. It 
should be appreciated that the basic principles of the present 
invention can be applied extensively to various types of 
equipment, apparatus and methods having the function of 
generating musical tones, Voices or any other desired 
Sounds, Such as automatic performance devices, computers, 
electronic game devices and multimedia-related devices, not 
to mention electronic musical instruments. Also, let it be 
assumed that the terms "tone waveform used in this speci 
fication are not necessarily limited to a waveform of a 
musical tone alone and are used in a much broader Sense that 
may embrace a waveform of a voice or any other desired 
type of Sound. 
0002 The so-called “waveform memory readout' tech 
nique has already been well known and popularly used in the 
art, which prestores waveform data coded with a desired 
coding scheme, such as the PCM (Pulse Code Modulation), 
DPCM (Differential Pulse Code Modulation) or ADPCM 
(Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation), and then 
reads out the thus-prestored waveform data at a rate corre 
sponding to a desired tone pitch to thereby produce a tone 
waveform. So far, various types of “waveform memory 
readout' techniques have been proposed and known in the 
art, most of which are directed to producing a waveform 
covering from the start to end of a tone to be audibly 
reproduced or Sounded. AS one Specific example of the 
waveform memory readout technique, there has been known 
a Scheme of prestoring waveform data of a complete wave 
form of a tone covering from the Start to end thereof. AS 
another example of the waveform memory readout tech 
nique, there has been known a Scheme of prestoring wave 
form data of a complete waveform only for each nonsteady 
State portion, Such as an attach, release or joint portion, of a 
tone presenting relatively complex variations and prestoring 
a predetermined loop waveform for each Steady State por 
tion, Such as a Sustain portion, of the tone presenting much 
leSS Variations. It should be noted that, in this patent Speci 
fication, the terms “loop waveform” are used to refer to a 
waveform to be read out repeatedly, i.e., in a "looped” 
fashion. 

0003. With the conventional waveform memory readout 
Scheme of prestoring waveform data of a complete wave 
form of a tone covering from the Start to end thereof or 
prestoring waveform data of a complete waveform only for 
a particular portion, Such as an attach portion, of a tone, 
however, it has been necessary to prestore a great number of 
various waveform data corresponding to a variety of Styles 
of rendition (or various kinds of articulation), which would 
thus undesirably require a memory of an extremely large 
Storage capacity if Such a great number of various waveform 
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data are to be stored in the memory as they are. To address 
this inconvenience, it has been conventional to divide an 
input waveform into a harmonic component (or periodic 
component) having periodic waveform components and a 
nonharmonic component (or nonperiodic component) hav 
ing nonperiodic waveform components and then Store wave 
form data of the thus-divided components in compressed 
form, So as to effectively Save the memory Storage capacity 
necessary for Storing the waveform data. It has also been 
conventional to Save the memory Storage capacity necessary 
for the waveform data by using, for a plurality of tone 
pitches, Same waveform data Stored on the basis of an input 
waveform corresponding to a given tone pitch; Specifically, 
in this case, the waveform data Stored on the basis of the 
input waveform corresponding to a given tone pitch are used 
after having been shifted to a desired tone pitch. 
0004. However, if waveform synthesis is performed, 
using Such waveform data divided into the harmonic and 
nonharmonic components, with phase differences caused 
between the harmonic and nonharmonic components, then 
there would be produced a low-quality waveform with tone 
color deterioration, undesired noise, etc. In Such a case, it is 
impossible to faithfully express tone color variations 
effected using various styles of rendition (or various kinds of 
articulation) unique to a particular natural musical instru 
ment. For example, in the case where waveform data Stored 
in a memory of a limited Storage capacity are used after a 
pitch shift operation (i.e., where the stored waveform data 
are read out in correspondence with a desired pitch), the 
conventionally-known waveform memory readout tech 
nique performs pitch shift control of the waveform data of 
the harmonic component alone and does not performs the 
pitch shift control of the waveform data of the nonharmonic 
component. With the pitch shift control thus performed only 
on the harmonic component's waveform data, waveform 
synthesis is likely to be performed with phase differences 
caused between the harmonic and nonharmonic compo 
nents waveform data. Besides, the conventionally-known 
waveform memory readout technique is not arranged to 
Synthesize or combine together waveforms while Synthesiz 
ing the respective phases of the harmonic and nonharmonic 
components waveform data. Therefore, particularly in the 
case where a new waveform is to be produced using wave 
form data having been Subjected to pitch shift control, the 
waveform tends to be produced with tone color deteriora 
tion, undesired noise, etc., and thus the conventional tech 
nique can not produce high-quality waveforms, correspond 
ing to various styles of rendition (various kinds of 
articulation), in Such a manner that the produced waveforms 
will be reproduced with good reproducibility. 
0005 Further, when waveform synthesis is to be per 
formed by combining desired waveform blocks stored in a 
memory, the conventionally-known waveform memory 
readout technique interconnects the waveform blocks by 
cross-fade Synthesis between respective loop waveform Seg 
ments of the blockS. However, unless the respective loop 
waveform Segments of the waveform blocks are in phase 
with each other, they would undesirably cancel each other So 
that the cross-fade synthesis between the loop waveform 
Segments can not be performed appropriately. Thus, it has 
been customary to make appropriate phase adjustment Such 
that the phases of the loop waveform Segments of the two 
Successive (preceding and Succeeding) waveform blocks 
match each other. Depending on the phase adjustment made, 
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the readout Start timing of the harmonic component in the 
waveform blocks would be changed (delayed) by an amount 
corresponding to one cycle of the loop waveforms at the 
maximum, while the readout Start timing of the correspond 
ing nonharmonic component in the waveform blockS is left 
unchanged because no cross-fade Synthesis is performed on 
the nonharmonic component. Thus, in Such a case, the 
readout Start timing of the harmonic and nonharmonic 
components in the waveform blockS does not appropriately 
coincide with each other, which results in a difference in 
Synthesis timing between the harmonic component's wave 
form data and the nonharmonic component's waveform 
data. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0006. In view of the foregoing, it is an object of the 
present invention to provide an improved waveform pro 
ducing apparatus and method capable of producing high 
quality waveforms corresponding to various Styles of ren 
dition (or various kinds of articulation), by Synthesizing 
waveforms of harmonic and nonharmonic components 
while Synchronizing the respective phases of these harmonic 
and nonharmonic components waveforms on a periodic 
basis. 

0007. It is another object of the present invention to 
provide an improved waveform producing apparatus and 
method capable of producing high-quality waveforms cor 
responding to various styles of rendition (or various kinds of 
articulation), by Synthesizing waveforms of harmonic and 
nonharmonic components while phase-synchronizing the 
harmonic and nonharmonic components waveforms at pre 
determined readout locations within a nonsteady portion, 
Such as an attack, release or joint portion, of each tone that 
presents complicated waveform variations. 
0008 According to one aspect of the present invention, 
there is provided a waveform producing apparatus which 
comprises: a Storage device Storing a plurality of Sets of 
waveform data to be read out along a time axis, Said Storage 
device also storing, for each one of the Sets of waveform 
data, Synchronizing information representative of a plurality 
of cycle Synchronizing points that are indicative of periodic 
Specific phase positions where the one set of waveform data 
should be synchronized in phase with another of the sets of 
waveform data; and a processor coupled with Said Storage 
device and adapted to: read out at least two of the Sets of 
waveform data from Said Storage device; also read out, from 
Said Storage device, the Synchronizing information Stored for 
each of the at least two sets of waveform data read out from 
Said Storage device; and control readout of at least one of the 
at least two sets of waveform data on the basis of the 
Synchronizing information read out from Said Storage device 
in Such a manner that respective readout locations of the at 
least two sets of waveform data are Synchronized with each 
other at least at the Specific phase position indicated by the 
cycle Synchronizing point. A tone waveform may be Syn 
thesized by combining the at least two Sets of waveform data 
read out from Said Storage device under control of Said 
processor. 

0009 For example, to synthesize a desired waveform by 
combining together at least two Sets of waveform data, the 
waveform producing apparatus reads out the at least two Sets 
of waveform data from the Storage Section while Synchro 
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nizing the at least two Sets at each of the Specific phase 
positions preset as the cycle Synchronizing points. With this 
arrangement, the inventive waveform producing apparatus 
readily achieves phase Synchronization between the Sets of 
waveform data, So that it can easily produce high-quality 
waveforms, having Sets of waveform data appropriately 
Synchronized in phase, in correspondence with various 
Styles of rendition (or various kinds of articulation). 
0010. According to another aspect of the present inven 
tion, there is provided a waveform producing apparatus 
which comprises: a storage device Storing a plurality of 
blocks of waveform data to be read out along a time axis, 
Said Storage device also Storing, for each one of the blockS 
of waveform data, at least one piece of Synchronizing 
position information indicative of a Specific position where 
the one block should be synchronized with another of the 
blocks, and a processor coupled with Said Storage device and 
adapted to: read out at least two of the blocks of waveform 
data from Said Storage device in a parallel fashion; also read 
out, from Said Storage device, the Synchronizing position 
information stored for each of the at least two blocks read 
out from Said Storage device; and control readout of at least 
one of the at least two blocks of waveform data on the basis 
of the Synchronizing position information read out from Said 
Storage device in Such a manner that respective readout 
locations of the at least two blocks of waveform data to be 
read out in parallel are Synchronized with each other at least 
at the Specific position indicated by the read-out Synchro 
nizing position information. A tone waveform may be Syn 
thesized by combining the at least two blocks of waveform 
data read out from Said Storage device under control of Said 
processor. 

0011. In this case too, to synthesize a desired waveform, 
for example, by combining together at least two blocks of 
waveform data, the waveform producing apparatus controls 
the readout, by the readout Section, of at least one of the at 
least two blocks of waveform data in Such a manner that the 
at least two blocks of waveform data are synchronized with 
each other at least at the Specific position indicated by the 
read-out Synchronizing position information. With this 
arrangement, the inventive waveform producing apparatus 
readily achieves phase Synchronization between the blockS 
of waveform data, and it can produce high-quality wave 
forms having blocks of waveform data appropriately Syn 
chronized in phase. Further, in the present invention, it 
Suffices to only Store at least one piece of the Synchronizing 
position information per waveform data block, which can 
greatly facilitate the waveform production. 
0012. According to still another aspect of the present 
invention, there is provided a waveform producing appara 
tus which comprises: a Storage device Storing a plurality of 
blocks of waveform data, to be read out along a time axis, 
for each of a harmonic component composed of a periodic 
waveform component and a nonharmonic component com 
posed of a nonperiodic waveform component, Said Storage 
device also storing, for each of the blocks, at least one piece 
of Synchronizing position information indicative of a spe 
cific position where respective blocks of the harmonic 
component and nonharmonic component corresponding to 
the harmonic component should be Synchronized with each 
other; and a processor coupled with Said Storage device and 
adapted to: read out respective blocks of the harmonic 
component and corresponding nonharmonic component in a 
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parallel fashion; and control readout of the block of wave 
form data of the nonharmonic component, on the basis of the 
Synchronizing position information for the block of the 
harmonic component read out from Said Storage device, in 
Such a manner that a readout location of the block of the 
nonharmonic component to be read out in parallel to the 
block of the harmonic component is Synchronized with a 
corresponding readout location of the block of the harmonic 
component at least at the Specific position indicated by the 
read-out Synchronizing position information. 
0013 In this case, by, for example, performing control to 
read out desired blocks of waveform data (e.g., a desired 
block of the harmonic component as a master block and a 
corresponding block of the nonharmonic component as a 
Slave block) in Such a manner that the blocks are Synchro 
nized with each other at least at the Specific position indi 
cated by the read-out Synchronizing position information, 
the waveform data of the harmonic component and nonhar 
monic component can be read out in an appropriately 
phase-synchronized fashion. Thus, the waveform producing 
apparatus of the invention can produce tone waveforms etc., 
presenting Style-of-rendition-related characteristics of Vari 
ous performance tones, So that the produced tone waveforms 
will be reproduced with good reproducibility. 
0.014. The present invention may be constructed and 
implemented not only as the apparatus invention as dis 
cussed above but also as a method invention. Also, the 
present invention may be arranged and implemented as a 
Software program for execution by a processor Such as a 
computer or DSP, as well as a storage medium Storing Such 
a program. Further, the processor used in the present inven 
tion may comprise a dedicated processor with dedicated 
logic built in hardware, not to mention a computer or other 
general-purpose type processor capable of running a desired 
Software program. 
0015 While the embodiments to be described herein 
represent the preferred form of the present invention, it is to 
be understood that various modifications will occur to those 
skilled in the art without departing from the spirit of the 
invention. The Scope of the present invention is therefore to 
be determined Solely by the appended claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0016 For better understanding of the object and other 
features of the present invention, its preferred embodiments 
will be described hereinbelow in greater detail with refer 
ence to the accompanying drawings, in which: 
0017 FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an exemplary 
hardware organization of a waveform producing apparatus 
in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention; 
0.018 FIG. 2 is a flow chart showing an exemplary 
operational Sequence of a waveform database creation pro 
ceSS carried out in the waveform producing apparatus shown 
in FIG. 1; 
0019 FIGS. 3A to 3D are conceptual diagrams showing 
examples of harmonic component's waveform vector data 
and nonharmonic component's waveform vector data cre 
ated in the embodiment of the present invention; 
0020 FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing an example of 
a waveform production process performed by dedicated 
hardware in the waveform producing apparatus, 
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0021 FIG. 5 is a conceptual diagram showing exemplary 
details of a wave synthesis section shown in FIG. 4; 
0022 FIGS. 6A to 6C are conceptual diagrams explana 
tory of periodic, Synchronized readout, in the embodiment, 
of harmonic and nonharmonic components waveforms 
based on cycle Synchronizing points 
0023 FIGS. 7A to 7C are conceptual diagrams showing 
examples of harmonic component's waveform vector data 
and nonharmonic component's waveform vector data cre 
ated in a Second embodiment of the present invention; and 
0024 FIGS. 8A to 8C are conceptual diagrams explana 
tory of Synchronized readout, in the Second embodiment, of 
the harmonic and nonharmonic components waveform vec 
tor databased on block Synchronizing position information, 
of which FIG. 8A is a diagram schematically showing a 
body portion and characteristic waveform block Segment 
read out from a waveform database and arranged on a 
predetermined time axis in accordance with time informa 
tion, FIG. 8B is a conceptual diagram explanatory of a 
variation over time of readout locations when the harmonic 
component's waveform and nonharmonic component's 
waveform shown in FIG. 8A are read out in accordance with 
a predetermined pitch, and FIG. 8C is a diagram schemati 
cally showing the harmonic and nonharmonic components 
waveforms read out in accordance with the respective 
address progression of FIG. 8B and arranged on a prede 
termined time axis. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
EMBODIMENTS 

0025 FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an exemplary 
hardware organization of a waveform producing apparatus 
in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. 
The waveform producing apparatus illustrated here is con 
Structed using a computer, and a predetermined waveform 
producing process is carried out by the computer executing 
predetermined waveform producing programs (Software). 
Of course, the waveform producing process may be imple 
mented by microprograms for execution by a DSP (Digital 
Signal Processor), rather than by Such computer Software. 
Also, the waveform producing process of the present inven 
tion may be implemented by a dedicated hardware apparatus 
that includes discrete circuits or integrated or large-scale 
integrated circuit built therein. Further, the waveform pro 
ducing apparatus of the present invention may be imple 
mented as an electronic musical instrument, karaoke device, 
electronic game device or other type of multimedia-related 
device, personal computer or any other desired form of 
product. Note that whereas the waveform producing appa 
ratus of the invention may include other hardware compo 
nents than the above-mentioned, it will be described here 
inbelow as using only minimum necessary resources. 
0026. In FIG. 1, the waveform producing apparatus in 
accordance with the embodiment of the present invention 
includes a CPU (Central Processing Unit) 101 functioning as 
a main control section of the computer. To the CPU 101 are 
connected, via a bus (e.g., data and address bus) BL, a ROM 
(Read-Only Memory) 102, a RAM (Random Access 
Memory) 103, a Switch panel 104, a panel display unit 105, 
a drive 106, a waveform input section 107, a waveform 
output section 108, a hard disk 109 and a communication 
interface 111. The CPU 101 carries out various processes 
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directed to “waveform database creation” (to be later 
described in relation to FIG. 2), “waveform production” (to 
be later described in relation to FIGS. 4 and 5) on the basis 
of predetermined Software programs. These programs are 
Supplied, for example, from a network via the communica 
tion interface 111 or from an external storage medium 106A, 
such as a CD or MO (Magneto-Optical disk) installed in the 
drive 106, and then stored in the hard disk 109. In execution 
of a desired one of the programs, the desired program is 
loaded from the hard disk 109 into the RAM 103; in an 
alternative, the programs may be prestored in the ROM 102. 
0027. The ROM 102 stores therein various programs and 
data to be executed or referred to by the CPU 101. The RAM 
103 is used as a working memory for temporarily Storing 
various performance-related information and various data 
generated as the CPU 101 executes the programs, or as a 
memory for Storing a currently-executed program and data 
related to the currently-executed program. Predetermined 
address regions of the RAM 103 are allocated to various 
functions and used as various registers, flags, tables, memo 
ries, etc. The Switch panel 104 includes various operators for 
instructing tone sampling, editing the Sampled waveform 
data, entering various pieces of information, etc. The Switch 
panel 104 may be, for example, in the form of a ten-button 
keypad for inputting numerical value data, keyboard for 
inputting character/letter data, or panel Switches. The Switch 
panel 104 may also include other operators for Selecting, 
Setting and controlling a pitch, color, effect, etc. of each tone 
to be generated. The panel display unit 105 displays various 
information input via the Switch panel 104, the sampled 
waveform data, etc. and comprises, for example, a liquid 
crystal display (LCD), CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) and/or the 
like. 

0028. The waveform input section 107 contains an A/D 
converter for converting an analog input tone signal, intro 
duced via an external waveform input device Such as a 
microphone, into digital data (waveform data Sampling), and 
inputs the thus-sampled digital waveform data into the RAM 
103 or hard disk 109 as original waveform data from which 
to produce desired waveform data to be used for production 
of a desired waveform. In the “waveform database creation” 
process (FIG. 2) carried out by the CPU 101, the thus-input 
original waveform data are divided into waveform data of 
harmonic and nonharmonic components, and the thus-di 
Vided harmonic and nonharmonic components waveform 
data are Stored in a waveform database. In the waveform 
production process of FIGS. 4 and 5, waveform data of each 
tone signal corresponding to performance information are 
produced using the harmonic component's waveform data 
and nonharmonic component's waveform data Selectively 
read out from the waveform database. above-mentioned 
waveform database. Of course, in the instant embodiment, a 
plurality of tone signals can be generated Simultaneously. 
The thus-produced waveform data of each tone Signal are 
given via the bus BL to the waveform output section 108 and 
then stored in a buffer thereof. The waveform output section 
108 reads out the buffered waveform data at a predetermined 
output Sampling frequency and then Sends the thus read-out 
waveform data to a sound system 108A after D/A-convert 
ing the waveform data. In this way, each tone signal output 
from the waveform output section 108 is sounded or audibly 
reproduced via the Sound system 108A.. Here, the hard disk 
109 is provided to store various data to be used for synthe 
sizing waveforms corresponding to various waveform data 
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and Styles of rendition, a plurality of kinds of performance 
related data Such as tone color data composed of various 
tone color parameters, and data related to control of various 
programs to be executed by the CPU 101 and the like. 
0029. The drive 106 functions to drive a removable disk 
(external storage medium 106A) that stores thereon various 
data to be used for Synthesizing waveforms corresponding to 
various waveform data and Styles of rendition, a plurality of 
kinds of performance-related data, Such as tone color data 
composed of various tone color parameters and data related, 
for example, to control of various programs to be executed 
by the CPU 101, and/or the like. Note that the external 
storage medium 106A to be driven by the drive 106 may be 
any one of various known removable-type media, Such as a 
floppy disk (FD), compact disk (CD-ROM or CD-RW), 
magneto-optical (MO) disk, digital versatile disk (DVD). or 
Semiconductor memory. Particular Stored contents (control 
program) of the external Storage medium 106A Set in the 
drive 106 may be loaded directly into the RAM 103, without 
being first loaded into the hard disk 109. Note that the 
approach of Supplying a desired program via the external 
Storage medium 106A or via a communication network is 
very advantageous in that it can greatly facilitate version 
upgrade of the control program, addition of a new control 
program, etc. 
0030) Further, the communication interface 111 is con 
nected to a communication network, Such as a LAN (Local 
Area Network), the Internet or telephone line network, via 
which it may be connected to a desired Sever computer or the 
like (not shown) So as to input a control program, waveform 
data, performance information or the like to the waveform 
producing apparatus of the invention. Namely, in a case 
where a particular control program, waveform data or the 
like is not contained in the ROM 102 or hard disk 109 of the 
waveform producing apparatus, the control program, wave 
form data or the like can be downloaded from the server 
computer via the communication interface 111 to the wave 
form producing apparatus of the invention. In Such a case, 
the waveform producing apparatus of the invention, which 
is a “client’, Sends a command to request the Server com 
puter to download the control program, waveform data or 
the like by way of the communication interface 111 and 
communication network. In response to the command from 
the client, the Server computer delivers the requested control 
program, waveform data or the like to the waveform pro 
ducing apparatus via the communication network. The 
waveform producing apparatus of the invention receives the 
control program, waveform data or the like from the Server 
computer via the communication network and communica 
tion interface 111 and cumulatively stores the received 
control program, waveform data or the like into the hard disk 
109. In this way, the necessary downloading of the control 
program, waveform data or the like is completed. It should 
be obvious that the waveform producing apparatus of the 
invention may further include a MIDI interface so as to 
receive MIDI performance information. It should also be 
obvious that a music-performing keyboard and performance 
operating equipment may be connected to the buS BLSo that 
performance information can be Supplied to the waveform 
producing apparatus by an actual real-time performance. Of 
course, an external Storage medium 106A containing per 
formance information of a desired music piece may be used 
to Supply the performance information of the desired music 
piece to the waveform producing apparatus. 
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0.031 FIG. 2 is a flow chart showing an exemplary 
operational Sequence of the waveform database creation 
proceSS carried out in the above-described waveform pro 
ducing apparatus of the invention, which is directed to 
creating waveform data (i.e., vector data) on the basis of 
waveforms of tones actually performed with various Styles 
of rendition (or various kinds of articulation) in Such a 
manner that the created waveform data correspond to the 
various styles of rendition (kinds of articulation). 
0.032 First, at step S1, waveforms are acquired which 
correspond to tones actually performed on various natural 
musical instruments with various styles of rendition. 
Namely, at this step, waveform data of various tones actually 
performed on various natural musical instruments are 
acquired via an external waveform input device, Such as a 
microphone, through the waveform input section 107, and 
the waveform data of these performance tones (i.e., original 
waveforms) are stored in predetermined areas of the hard 
disk 109. At next step S2, the thus-acquired original wave 
forms of each of the performance tones corresponding to the 
various performance Styles unique to the natural musical 
instruments are Segmented every characteristic portion, then 
Subjected to a tuning operation and then given file names. 
Namely, the acquired original waveform of each of the 
performance tones is first Segmented into partial waveforms 
(waveform segmentation), each representing a characteristic 
waveform variation, Such as waveforms of nonsteady State 
portions like an attack-portion waveform, release-portion 
waveform and joint-portion and waveforms of Steady State 
portions like a body-portion waveform. Then, the pitch of 
each of the individual Segmented partial waveforms, cover 
ing one or two or more wave cycles of the tone in question, 
is identified and modified as necessary (tuning). After that, 
unique file names are imparted to the Segmented waveforms 
(file name impartment). Then, at Step S3, the partial wave 
forms having been processed at Step S2 are divided into 
waveform components through predetermined frequency 
analysis. Namely, each of the Segmented partial waveforms 
is subjected to Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for division 
into harmonic and nonharmonic components. In addition, 
characteristics of various waveform factors, Such as a pitch 
and amplitude, are extracted from each of the harmonic and 
nonharmonic components; here, extraction is made of a 
“waveform shape” (Timbre) factor representing only 
extracted characteristics of a waveform shape normalized in 
pitch and amplitude, a “pitch' factor representing extracted 
characteristics of a pitch variation from a predetermined 
reference pitch, and an “amplitude” factor representing 
extracted characteristics of an amplitude envelope. How 
ever, for the nonharmonic component, no pitch factor is 
extracted because the nonharmonic component has no pitch 
variation characteristics. 

0033. Note that the “joint portion” is a waveform portion 
interconnecting Successive tones (or Successive tone por 
tions) with a desired style of rendition. 
0034. At next step S4, waveform vector data are created. 
Namely, for each of the above-mentioned factors, Such as the 
waveform (timbre), pitch and amplitude factors of the 
divided waveform components (e.g., harmonic and nonhar 
monic components), a plurality of Sample values of Succes 
Sive Sample points are extracted dispersedly or, if necessary, 
consecutively, and each extracted Sample value group or 
train of the Successive Sample points thus obtained is given 
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a different or unique vector ID (identification information) 
and Stored in memory along with data indicative of a time 
position thereof. Hereinafter, Such Sample data are referred 
to as “vector data'. The instant embodiment creates respec 
tive vector data of the waveform (timbre) factor, pitch factor 
and amplitude factor of the harmonic component, and 
respective vector data of the waveform (timbre) factor and 
amplitude factor of the nonharmonic component. In the 
instant embodiment, for creation of a harmonic component's 
waveform vector data Set and nonharmonic component's 
waveform vector data Set, a Suitable position is Stored as a 
cycle Synchronizing position or point CSP, for each wave 
cycle of the harmonic component's waveform extracted by 
the frequency analysis (see FIG. 3), with a view to syn 
chronizing the harmonic component and nonharmonic com 
ponent as will be later described in detail. The cycle syn 
chronizing points CSP are Synchronizing position 
information to be used for performing waveform Synthesis 
by reading out the harmonic component's waveform vector 
data Set and nonharmonic component's waveform vector 
data Set in Such a manner that respective readout locations of 
these harmonic and nonharmonic components waveform 
vector data Sets are Synchronized on a periodic basis, 
Specifically, predetermined addresses or the like are Stored as 
such cycle synchronizing points CSP. At next step S5, the 
vector data Sets of the various factors of the components, 
having been created in the above-described manner, are 
cumulatively written into a waveform database provided in 
the hard disk 9 or the like. Namely, the instant embodiment, 
instead of fully Storing a complete waveform of each of 
tones performed on various natural musical instruments in 
various Styles of rendition, extracts only partial waveforms 
(e.g., attack-portion waveform, body-portion waveform, 
release-portion waveform, joint-portion waveform, etc.) 
necessary for a waveform Shape variation, and then Stores 
the extracted partial waveforms in compressed form using a 
hierarchical compression Scheme that compresses the partial 
waveforms for each of various hierarchical levels, Such as 
the harmonic/nonharmonic component and factors. By So 
doing, the instant embodiment can reduce the necessary 
storage capacity of the hard disk 109 for storing the wave 
form data. 

0035). Now, with reference to FIGS. 3A to 3D, a descrip 
tion will be made about harmonic component's waveform 
vector data and nonharmonic component's waveform vector 
data of an input waveform which are created by the wave 
form database creation proceSS and then Stored in the 
waveform database. Specifically, FIGS. 3A to 3D are con 
ceptual diagrams showing examples of harmonic compo 
nent's waveform vector data and nonharmonic component's 
waveform vector data created on the basis of a first embodi 
ment of the synchronizing method. More specifically, FIGS. 
3A to 3D show examples of harmonic and nonharmonic 
components waveform vector data Sets of an attack, body, 
joint and release portions, respectively, using respective 
amplitude envelopes of the partial waveforms. Note how 
ever that loop waveform Segments are shown only Sche 
matically in these figures. In each of FIGS. 3A to 3D, the 
example of the harmonic component's waveform vector data 
(HW) are shown on an upper row while the example of the 
nonharmonic component's waveform vector data (NHW) 
are shown on a lower row. 

0036) As shown in FIG. 3A, the harmonic component's 
waveform vector data (HW) of the attack portion comprise 
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a combination of a characteristic waveform block Segment 
where data indicative of a characteristic waveform shape are 
Stored in Succession (hatched part in the figure) and a loop 
waveform Segment that follows the characteristic waveform 
block Segment and that can be read out repeatedly (filled 
in-black part in the figure). The characteristic waveform 
block segment is a high-quality waveform segment (nonloop 
waveform segment) having characteristics of a style of 
rendition (or articulation) etc. AS illustratively shown in 
FIG. 3B, the harmonic component's waveform vector data 
(HW) of the body portion comprise a repeated combination 
of data of one or a plurality of loop waveform Segments. AS 
shown in FIG. 3C, the harmonic component's waveform 
vector data (HW) of the joint portion comprise a combina 
tion of data of a loop waveform Segment, a characteristic 
waveform block Segment and a loop waveform Segment. 
Further, as shown in FIG. 3D, the harmonic component's 
waveform vector data (HW) of the release portion comprise 
a combination of data of loop waveform Segments and a 
characteristic waveform block Segment. Because Such an 
attack portion, body portion, joint portion, release portion, 
etc. are connected together via the loop waveform Segments, 
one loop waveform Segment is positioned before and/or 
behind the characteristic waveform block Segment of each of 
the attack portion, body portion, joint portion, release por 
tion, etc. Each of the loop waveform Segments is a unit 
waveform element of a relatively monotonous tone portion 
which consists of one or an appropriate plurality of wave 
cycles, and the attack, body, joint and release portions can be 
connected together through repeated readout of Such loop 
waveform Segments. The harmonic component's waveform 
vector data Set of the attack portion, body portion, joint 
portion, release portion, etc. is Stored using, as cycle Syn 
chronizing points or positions CSP, predetermined positions 
(denoted by double-head arrows and dotted lines in FIGS. 
3A to 3D) corresponding to the waveform cycles. 
0037. On the other hand, the nonharmonic component's 
waveform vector data set (NHW) corresponding to the 
harmonic component's waveform vector data set (HW) is 
Stored using, as its cycle Synchronizing points CSP, prede 
termined positions (denoted by dotted lines in FIGS. 3A to 
3D) corresponding to the cycle synchronizing points CSP of 
the harmonic component's waveform vector data Set. The 
double-head arrows denoted between the harmonic compo 
nent's waveform vector data and the nonharmonic compo 
nent's waveform vector data show, for convenience of 
illustration, the positions Set as the corresponding cycle 
synchronizing points CSP of both of the harmonic and 
nonharmonic components waveform vector data. AS noted 
earlier, the cycle Synchronizing points CSP of the harmonic 
and nonharmonic components waveform vector data are Set 
at appropriate positions for each of the wave cycles of the 
harmonic component's waveform obtained through the fre 
quency analysis (see step S3 of FIG. 2) (i.e., at desired 
phase-synchronizing positions, more specifically, at Same 
appropriate positions as in the input waveform before under 
going the harmonic/ nonharmonic component division 
operation): hereinafter, these positions will be simply called 
“time positions'). For example, when the harmonic and 
nonharmonic components waveform vector data Sets are to 
be Synchronized with each other at appropriate positions for 
each of the waveform cycles, appropriate time positions 
within each of the waveform cycles are Stored as the cycle 
Synchronizing points CSP, alternatively, when the harmonic 
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and nonharmonic components waveform vector data Sets 
are to be Synchronized with each other at appropriate 
positions for every predetermined plurality of the waveform 
cycles, appropriate time positions within every Such prede 
termined plurality of the waveform cycles are Stored as the 
cycle Synchronizing points CSP. Although the cycle Sync 
point CSP may be set every n (which may be either an 
integer or decimal) multiple of one wave cycle of the 
harmonic component's waveform having been Subjected to 
the frequency analysis, it is most preferable that the cycle 
Synchronizing points CSP be set at appropriate positions for 
each wave cycle of the harmonic component's waveform. 
More specifically, the harmonic and nonharmonic compo 
nents waveform vector data are read out in accordance with 
predetermined readout addresses, and thus, in practice, the 
predetermined addresses are Stored as the cycle Sync points 
CSP. However, because the characteristic waveform block 
Segment generally has no periodicity, the cycle Synchroniz 
ing points CSP need not be set in Such a characteristic 
waveform block Segment for each wave cycle. 
0038. In the waveform producing apparatus shown in 
FIG. 1, the waveform production process is performed by 
the computer executing predetermined waveform producing 
programs (Software). In an alternative, Such a waveform 
production proceSS may be performed by dedicated hard 
ware. Therefore, the following paragraphs describe in 
greater detail the waveform production proceSS performed 
by the waveform producing apparatus of the present inven 
tion, with reference to FIGS. 4 and 5. FIG. 4 is a block 
diagram showing an example of the waveform production 
process performed by dedicated hardware in the waveform 
producing apparatus, and FIG. 5 is a conceptual diagram 
showing an exemplary detailed Structure of a wave Synthesis 
Section 101D shown in FIG. 4. 

0039 First, behavior of the waveform producing appa 
ratus will be outlined with reference to FIG. 4. Music piece 
data reproduction Section 101A reproduces music piece data 
imparted with data indicative of style-of-rendition symbols. 
Namely, first of all, the music piece data reproduction 
Section 101A receives music piece data imparted with data 
indicative of Style-of-rendition symbols (i.e., performance 
information). Ordinary musical Scores have written thereon 
Various musical signs, Such as dynamic signs (e.g., cre 
Scendo and decrescendo), tempo signs (e.g., allegro and 
ritardando), slur Sign, tenuto Sign and accent signs, which 
can not be directly converted into MIDI data. Thus, the 
waveform producing apparatus of the invention converts 
these musical Signs into Style-of-rendition data. The music 
piece data reproduction Section 10A receives Such style-of 
rendition-Symbol-imparted music piece data. Musical Score 
interpretation section (player) 101B performs a musical 
Score interpretation operation. Specifically, the musical 
Score interpretation Section (player) 101B creates predeter 
mined Style-of-rendition designating information on the 
basis of MIDI data and style-of-rendition symbols contained 
in the Style-of-rendition-Symbol-imparted music piece data, 
and then it outputs the thus-created Style-of-rendition des 
ignating information to a style-of-rendition Synthesis Section 
(articulater) 101C along with corresponding time informa 
tion. The Style-of-rendition Synthesis Section (articulater) 
101C createS packet Streams corresponding to the Style-of 
rendition designating information created by the musical 
Score interpretation Section (player) 101B and vector param 
eters pertaining to the packet Streams, and it Supplies the 
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thus-created packet Streams and vector parameters to the 
waveform synthesis section 101D. Data sets supplied to the 
waveform synthesis section 101D as the packet streams each 
include a vector ID, time information, input note number, 
etc. Then, the waveform synthesis section 101D retrieves, 
from the waveform database (hard disk) 109, vector data 
corresponding to the packet Streams, modifies the vector 
data in accordance with the vector parameters, and Synthe 
sizes or combines together waveforms on the basis of the 
modified vector data to thereby produce a tone waveform. 
Waveform output section 108 outputs the tone waveform 
produced by the waveform synthesis section 101D in the 
above-mentioned manner. 

0040. Next, the waveform synthesis operation, performed 
by the waveform synthesis section 101D shown in FIG. 4, 
will be described in greater detail, with reference to FIG. 5. 
0041) The style-of-rendition synthesis section (articu 
later) 101C Supplies the created packet Streams to packet 
queue bufferS 21 to 25 provided in corresponding relation to 
the factors of the harmonic and nonharmonic components. 
Namely, the packet Streams, created by the Style-of-rendition 
synthesis section (articulater) 101C for the individual factors 
of the harmonic and nonharmonic components, are Sequen 
tially input to the predetermined packet queue buffers 21 to 
25 on a packet-by-packet basis. In addition to thus Supplying 
the packet Streams to the packet queue bufferS 21 to 25, the 
style-of-rendition synthesis section (articulater) 101C per 
forms various management and control of the waveform 
Synthesis Section 101D, Such as packet Stream management 
related to creation/deletion of the individual vector data and 
connection between the vector data and reproduction control 
for creation of a desired waveform and reproduction/repro 
duction termination of the created desired waveform. The 
packets Supplied from the Style-of-rendition Synthesis Sec 
tion (articulater) 101C are accumulated in the corresponding 
packet queue bufferS 21 to 25, Via which they are Sequen 
tially sent to a vector loader 20 in predetermined order. 
Then, the vector loader 20 refers to the respective vector IDs 
of the packets to thereby read out, from the waveform 
database 109, original vector data corresponding to the 
respective vector IDs of the packets. 

0042. The vector data read out from the waveform data 
base 109 are delivered to predetermined vector decoders 31 
to 35 provided in corresponding relation to the factors of the 
components, and each of these vector decoders 31 to 35 
produces a tone waveform of the corresponding factor. 

0043 More specifically, the vector decoders 31 to 35, 
provided in corresponding relation to the component's fac 
tors, each read out various data, Such as the vector ID and 
time information, included in the corresponding packet and 
thereby produce a desired waveform in a time-Serial fashion. 
For example, the harmonic component's amplitude vector 
decoder 31 produces an envelope shape of the amplitude 
factor of the harmonic component, the harmonic compo 
nent's pitch vector decoder 32 produces an envelope shape 
of the pitch factor of the harmonic component, and the 
harmonic component's timbre vector decoder 33 produces a 
waveform of the timbre factor of the harmonic component. 
Similarly, the nonharmonic component's amplitude vector 
decoder 34 produces an envelope shape of the amplitude 
factor of the nonharmonic component, and the nonharmonic 
component's timbre vector decoder 35 produces an envelope 
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shape of the timbre factor of the nonharmonic component. 
The harmonic component's timbre vector decoder 33 pro 
duces a harmonic component's waveform having imparted 
thereto the envelope shape of the harmonic component's 
amplitude factor and envelope shape of the harmonic com 
ponent's pitch factor produced by the harmonic compo 
nent's amplitude vector decoder 31 and harmonic compo 
nent's pitch vector decoder 32, respectively, and then the 
timbre vector decoder 33 outputs the thus-produced har 
monic component's waveform to a mixer 38. More specifi 
cally, the harmonic component's timbre vector decoder 33 
receives the envelope Shape of the harmonic component's 
amplitude factor as a vector control instruction (i.e., gain 
input) for gain control and the envelope shape of the 
harmonic component's pitch factor as another vector control 
instruction (i.e., readout speed input) for controlling readout 
locations of Vector data corresponding to the input note 
number, and then, the harmonic component's timbre vector 
decoder 33 modifies the harmonic component's waveform 
vector data, read out from the waveform database 109, in 
accordance with these vector control instructions. In pro 
ducing the harmonic component's waveform according to 
the first embodiment of the Synchronizing method, once the 
readout location of the harmonic component's waveform 
vector data has coincided with or passed any one of the 
predetermined positions (e.g., data addresses) set as the 
cycle Synchronizing points CSP, the harmonic component's 
timbre vector decoder 33 sends a predetermined signal-in 
this embodiment, cycle Sync flag (CSF) signal-, to the 
nonharmonic component's timbre vector decoder 35. 

0044 Because, unlike the harmonic component's wave 
form, the nonharmonic component's waveform is not Syn 
thesized in Synchronism with the pitch of the input tone, the 
nonharmonic component's timbre vector decoder 35 is Sup 
plied with no vector control instruction (i.e., speed input) for 
controlling readout locations of vector data corresponding to 
the input note (e.g., note number). Therefore, when the 
nonharmonic component's timbre vector decoder 35 has 
received the predetermined signal (e.g., cycle Sync flag 
(CSF) signal) transmitted from the harmonic component's 
timbre vector decoder 33 in response to one of the cycle 
Synchronizing points CSP of the harmonic component's 
waveform vector data, the timbre vector decoder 35 jumps 
the readout location of the nonharmonic component's wave 
form vector data to a predetermined position (e.g., data 
address) previously set as the cycle Synchronizing point CSP 
in the nonharmonic component's waveform vector data, So 
that the respective phases of the harmonic and nonharmonic 
components waveforms are Synchronized with each other. 
Such phase Synchronization will be later described in greater 
detail. Further, the nonharmonic component's timbre vector 
decoder 35 produces a nonharmonic component's waveform 
having imparted thereto the envelope shape of the harmonic 
component's amplitude factor produced by the nonharmonic 
component's amplitude Vector decoder 34, and then the 
timbre vector decoder 35 outputs the thus-produced nonhar 
monic component's waveform to the mixer 38. More spe 
cifically, only the envelope shape of the nonharmonic com 
ponent's amplitude factor is given to the nonharmonic 
component's timbre vector decoder 35 as the vector control 
instruction (i.e., gain input) for controlling the gain. In this 
way, the nonharmonic component's waveform vector data 
read out from the waveform database 109 are modified 
appropriately to produce a nonharmonic component's wave 
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form. After that, the thus-produced harmonic and nonhar 
monic components waveforms are mixed together via the 
mixer 38 to thereby produce a tone waveform. Namely, the 
mixer 38 mixes together the harmonic component's wave 
form produced by the harmonic component's timbre vector 
decoder 33 and nonharmonic component's waveform pro 
duced by the nonharmonic component's timbre vector 
decoder 35, So as to produce an ultimate tone waveform. 
0.045. As having been set forth above, when the readout 
location of the harmonic component's waveform vector data 
has coincided with any one of the predetermined positions 
(e.g., data addresses) set as the cycle Synchronizing points 
CSP during the production process of the harmonic compo 
nent's waveform through the pitch control based on the 
readout location control of the vector data, the harmonic 
component's timbre vector decoder 33 sends the predeter 
mined signal (e.g., cycle Sync flag (CSF) signal) to the 
corresponding nonharmonic component's timbre vector 
decoder 35, so that the nonharmonic component's timbre 
vector decoder 35 can then read out the nonharmonic 
component's waveform vector data while periodically Syn 
chronizing the phases of the harmonic component's wave 
form produced by the harmonic component's timbre vector 
decoder 33 and nonharmonic component's waveform pro 
duced by the nonharmonic component's timbre vector 
decoder 35. 

0046) Next, with reference to FIGS. 6A to 6C, a detailed 
description will be made about the periodic, Synchronized 
readout of the harmonic and nonharmonic components 
waveforms using the cycle Synchronizing points CSP con 
tained in the harmonic component's waveform vector data 
and corresponding nonharmonic component's waveform 
vector data. FIGS. 6A to 6C are conceptual diagrams 
explanatory of the periodic, Synchronized readout of the 
harmonic and nonharmonic components waveforms based 
on the cycle Synchronizing points CSP. More specifically, 
FIG. 6A is a waveform diagram schematically showing 
harmonic component's waveform vector data read out from 
the waveform database (hereinafter referred to as a “har 
monic components original waveform”) and corresponding 
nonharmonic component's waveform vector data read out 
from the waveform database (hereinafter referred to as a 
“nonharmonic component's original waveform”). FIG. 6B 
is a conceptual diagram explanatory of progression in 
addresses to be used for reading out the nonharmonic 
component's original waveform in a case where the har 
monic component's original waveform has been read out in 
accordance with a predetermined pitch (raised pitch in this 
case). Further, FIG. 6C is a waveform diagram schemati 
cally showing the nonharmonic component's waveform 
having been read out in accordance with the address pro 
gression of FIG. 6B (i.e., results of the periodic, synchro 
nized readout of the nonharmonic component's waveform 
using the cycle synchronizing points CSP. Note however 
that the description will be made about the periodic, Syn 
chronized readout of only given portions of the harmonic 
and nonharmonic components waveforms. Further, to 
facilitate understanding of the description, there are shown 
here a cycle Synchronizing point CSP0 corresponding to a 
not-shown section (waveform section 0) of the harmonic 
waveform, and a cycle synchronizing point CSP0' set in the 
nonharmonic component's waveform in corresponding rela 
tion to the cycle synchronizing point CSP0 of the harmonic 
waveform. 
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0047 As shown in FIG. 6A, the harmonic component's 
original waveform contains the cycle Synchronizing point 
CSP at a predetermined position for every predetermined 
number of wave cycle units (e.g., for each wave cycle unit). 
In the illustrated example, the harmonic component's origi 
nal waveform contains eight cycle Synchronizing points 
CSP1 to CSP8 corresponding to eight waveform sections 1 
to 8 divided from each other every predetermined wave 
cycle unit. The nonharmonic component's original wave 
form, corresponding to the harmonic component's original 
waveform, contains eight cycle Synchronizing points CSP1 
to CSP8' that correspond in position to the eight cycle 
synchronizing points CSP1 to CSP8 corresponding to eight 
waveform sections 1 to 8 of the harmonic components 
original waveform. Therefore, waveform sections 1 to 8 
obtained by dividing the harmonic component's original 
waveform at the eight cycle synchronizing points CSP1 to 
CSP8 and waveform sections A to H obtained by dividing 
the nonharmonic component's original waveform at the 
eight cycle synchronizing points CSP1" to CSP8' are divided 
at Same wave cycle units. Thus, at Such cycle Synchronizing 
points, the harmonic component's original waveform and 
the nonharmonic component's original waveform are Syn 
chronized in phase with each other. 
0048. The waveform diagram shown in the top row of 
FIG. 6B represents the harmonic component's original 
waveform of FIG. 6A read out by the harmonic compo 
nent's timbre vector decoder 33 in accordance with a 
predetermined pitch. In FIG. 6B, the thus read-out harmonic 
component's original waveform is denoted as time-axially 
contracted as compared to the one of FIG. 6A, which means 
that the harmonic component's original waveform of FIG. 
6A has been read out in a raised pitch. Once the harmonic 
component's timbre vector decoder 33, which is reading out 
the harmonic component's original waveform in accordance 
with a predetermined pitch, has read out any one of the 
predetermined positions Set as the cycle Synchronizing 
points CSP in the harmonic component's original waveform, 
the timbre vector decoder 33 sends the above-mentioned 
CSF Signal to the corresponding nonharmonic component's 
timbre vector decoder 35 (see FIG. 4 above). In the illus 
trated example, the harmonic component's timbre vector 
decoder 33 sends a series of the CSF signals to the nonhar 
monic component's timbre vector decoder 35 in the follow 
ing manner: at time point t1, CSF signal CSF(1) correspond 
ing to the cycle Synchronizing point CSP1; at time point t2, 
CSF signal CSF(2) corresponding to the cycle synchroniz 
ing point CSP2; at time point t3, CSF signal CSF(3) corre 
sponding to the cycle Synchronizing point CSP3, at time 
point tak, CSF signal CSF(4) corresponding to the cycle 
synchronizing point CSP4; at time point t5, CSF signal 
CSF(5) corresponding to the cycle Synchronizing point 
CSP5; at time point t6, CSF signal CSF(6) corresponding to 
the cycle synchronizing point CSP6; at time point t7, CSF 
Signal CSF(7) corresponding to the cycle Synchronizing 
point CSP7; at time point t8, CSF signal CSF(8) correspond 
ing to the cycle Synchronizing point CSP8; and at time point 
t9, CSF signal CSF(9) corresponding to the cycle synchro 
nizing point CSP9 (not shown in FIG. 6A). 
0049. In a lower portion of FIG. 6B, there is shown a 
variation over time in waveform readout locations (i.e. 
address progression) to be used by the nonharmonic com 
ponent's timbre vector decoder 35 to read out the nonhar 
monic component's waveform. In the illustrated example, an 
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actual address progression is denoted by Solid lines, and a 
Virtual address progression is denoted by broken lines. The 
actual address progression represents a variation over time 
in actual readout locations (readout address locations) to be 
used by the nonharmonic component's timbre vector 
decoder 35 to read out the nonharmonic component's wave 
form, while the virtual address progression represents a 
variation over time in virtual readout locations (virtual 
readout address locations). AS noted earlier, once the non 
harmonic component's timbre vector decoder 35 receives 
the CSF signal from the harmonic component's timbre 
vector decoder 33, the nonharmonic component's timbre 
vector decoder 35 shifts the current actual readout location 
of the nonharmonic component's original waveform to the 
cycle synchronizing point CSP immediately before the cor 
responding virtual readout location. Note that the terms 
“virtual readout location' is used herein to refer to a readout 
location that would be used if the waveform readout opera 
tion is continued virtually without being influenced by the 
readout of the cycle synchronizing point CSP. Let it be 
assumed here that the Speed of the Virtual address progres 
Sion in the illustrated example is identical to the readout 
Speed (i.e., actual address progression speed) of the nonhar 
monic component's original waveform. Namely, in the 
illustrated example of FIG. 6B, the broken lines represent 
ing the virtual address progression have a same inclination 
angle as the Solid lines representing the actual address 
progression. 

0050. In the illustrated example of FIG. 6B, the readout 
of the nonharmonic components original waveform is ini 
tiated at time point to. At next time point t1, the CSF signal 
CSF(1) is received in accordance with the cycle synchro 
nizing point CSP1 Set in the harmonic component's wave 
form. Because the address location immediately before the 
Virtual address location, based on the Virtual address pro 
gression, at this time point t1 is “CSP0”, the actual address 
is jumped back to the address location CSP0', so that the 
readout of the nonharmonic component's waveform is re 
started at the address location CSP0'. Namely, in this case, 
after the readout has advanced to an enroute point of 
waveform Section A of the nonharmonic component's wave 
form in a time period from time point to to time point till as 
shown in FIG. 6C, waveform section A is again read out 
from the beginning at time point t1. Upon arrival at next time 
point t2, the CSF signal CSF(2) is received in accordance 
with the cycle synchronizing point CSP2 set in the harmonic 
component's waveform. Because the address location 
immediately before the virtual address location, based on the 
virtual address progression, at this time point t2 is “CSP1", 
the actual address is jumped back to the address location 
CSP1", so that the readout of the nonharmonic component's 
waveform is carried out from the address location CSP1" 
onward. Namely, at Step t2, the readout of waveform Section 
A initiated at time point t1 is halted on the way, and then the 
readout of waveform section B is initiated. Then, at step t3, 
the CSF signal CSF(3) is received in accordance with the 
cycle Synchronizing point CSP3 Set in the harmonic com 
ponent's waveform. Because the address location immedi 
ately before the virtual address location, based on the virtual 
address progression, at this time point t3 is “CSP1", the 
actual address is jumped back to the address location CSP1", 
So that the readout of waveform section B is re-started at the 
address location CSP1". At next step ta, the CSF signal 
CSF(4) is received in accordance with the cycle synchro 
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nizing point CSP4 Set in the harmonic component's wave 
form. Because the address location immediately before the 
Virtual address location, based on the Virtual address pro 
gression, at this time point ta! is “CSP2', the actual address 
is jumped back to the address location CSP2", so that the 
readout of waveform Section C is initiated at the address 
location CSP2". Namely, in the periods from time point t2 to 
time point t3 and from time point t3 to time point tak, 
waveform section B is repetitively read out from the begin 
ning to an enroute point thereof. Similarly, at and after time 
point t5, the CSF Signals are received Sequentially in accor 
dance with the subsequent cycle synchronizing points CSP5 
to CSP8 (CSP9) so that the readout of the nonharmonic 
component's waveform is continued with the actual address 
location varied at each individual time point when the CSF 
Signal is received from the harmonic component's timbre 
vector decoder 33. 

0051. Thus, the nonharmonic component's timbre vector 
decoder 35 can read out the nonharmonic component's 
waveform in accordance with the actual address progression 
of FIG. 6B so that the read-out waveform assumes a shape 
as illustratively shown in FIG. 6C. The harmonic compo 
nent's waveform shown in FIG. 6B and the nonharmonic 
component's waveform shown in FIG. 6C are read out in 
Such a manner that the two waveforms are Synchronized 
with each other every predetermined cycle, i.e. at each 
predetermined position where the cycle Synchronizing point 
CSP is Set. At each predetermined periodic position Set as the 
cycle Synchronizing point CSP, the instant embodiment 
allows the harmonic component's waveform and nonhar 
monic component's waveform to be Synchronized in phase 
with each other. Therefore, when the harmonic components 
waveform and nonharmonic component's waveform are 
being Synthesized or combined together, these two wave 
forms can be made to have no phase difference at each of the 
predetermined periodic positions. In this manner, the instant 
embodiment of the waveform producing apparatus can Syn 
thesize together the harmonic and nonharmonic compo 
nents waveforms while periodically Synchronizing the 
respective phases. Particularly, in a case where Spike-shaped 
waveform parts appear periodically on the nonharmonic 
component's waveform in Synchronism with cycles of the 
corresponding harmonic component's waveform, and if 
predetermined periodic positions where peak values of Such 
Spike-shaped waveform parts appear are Set as the cycle 
Synchronizing points CSP, there will be produced no phase 
difference between the harmonic and nonharmonic compo 
nents waveforms at the peaks of the Spike-shaped wave 
form parts. Because phase differences in the Spike-shaped 
waveform parts, particularly at their peaks or the like, can 
often become one of the greatest causes to invite deteriora 
tion in tone quality, noise, etc., the waveform producing 
apparatus of the invention arranged in the above-described 
manner can produce a high-quality waveform free of tone 
quality deterioration, noise, etc., by eliminating the phase 
differences at the peaks or the like in the Spike-shaped 
waveform parts. 
0052. It should be noted that the speed of the virtual 
address progression used in the readout of the nonharmonic 
component's waveform shown in FIG. 6B may be raised or 
lowered, in Stead of the progression Speed corresponding to 
the pitch of the nonharmonic component's original wave 
form being used just as it is. In Such a case, the Speed of the 
Virtual address progression used in the readout of the non 
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harmonic component's waveform may be raised or lowered 
in correspondence with the pitch of the harmonic compo 
nent's waveform. Further, the periodic phase Synchroniza 
tion of the harmonic and nonharmonic components wave 
forms may be performed using a simplified algorithm Such 
that, upon generation of the CSF Signal, the readout address 
is jumped to a nearest cycle Synchronizing point, instead of 
using the above-mentioned virtual addresses. 
0053. It should also be appreciated that the above-de 
Scribed inventive control for periodically Synchronizing the 
readout locations of the harmonic and nonharmonic com 
ponents waveforms in accordance with the cycle Synchro 
nizing points CSP may be applied to other cases than the 
above-described case where the readout Speeds of the indi 
vidual vector data vary in response to a tone pitch. For 
example, the above-described readout location Synchroni 
Zation control may be applied to a case where time-axial 
Stretch/contraction of an entire waveform to be produced is 
controlled by performing TSC control on an attack portion 
and joint portion, or an attack portion and release portion, 
rather than in response to a tone pitch. Alternatively, the 
inventive readout location Synchronization control may be 
applied to a case where time-axial Stretch/contraction of an 
entire waveform to be produced is controlled by controlling 
a cross-fade Synthesizing time between loop waveform 
Segments connecting an attack portion and joint portion, or 
an attack portion and release portion, or by adding or 
deleting the loop waveform Segments to be used for con 
necting an attack portion and joint portion, or an attack 
portion and release portion. 
0054. It should also be obvious that the above-described 
embodiment may be arranged to allow the user to Set or 
modify, for each predetermined cycle, the cycle Synchroniz 
ing points CSP of the harmonic component's waveform 
vector data and corresponding nonharmonic component's 
waveform vector data at or to appropriate positions. 
0.055 Next, a description will be made about a second 
embodiment of the Synthesizing method employed in the 
present invention. In this Second embodiment too, the same 
arrangements as shown and described in relation to FIGS. 1, 
2, 4 and 5 can be applied, and hence description of these 
arrangements is omitted here to avoid unnecessary duplica 
tion. 

0056. In the second embodiment, synchronizing position 
information created by the “vector creation operation' at 
step S4 of the waveform database creation process of FIG. 
2 is different in type from that created in the above-described 
first embodiment. Namely, in the second embodiment, to 
create harmonic component's waveform vector data and 
corresponding nonharmonic component's waveform vector 
data for a nonsteady State portion, Such as an attack, release 
or joint portion, at Step S4, desired time positions of the 
harmonic and nonharmonic components waveform vector 
data are set as block Synchronizing point or positions BSP. 
Such a block Synchronizing position BSP is Synchronizing 
position information to be used for performing waveform 
Synthesis between the harmonic component's waveform 
vector data and the corresponding nonharmonic compo 
nents waveform vector data while Synchronizing respective 
characteristic waveform block Segments of the harmonic and 
nonharmonic components waveforms, Specifically, prede 
termined data addresses are Stored as the block Synchroniz 
ing positions BSP 
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0057 FIGS. 7A to 7C are conceptual diagrams showing 
examples of harmonic component's waveform vector data 
and nonharmonic component's waveform vector data cre 
ated on the basis of the second embodiment of the synchro 
nizing method. More specifically, FIGS. 7A to 7C show 
examples of harmonic and nonharmonic components wave 
form vector data of an attack, body, joint and release 
portions, using their respective envelope shapes. In each of 
FIGS. 7A to 7C, the example of the harmonic component's 
waveform vector data (HW) is shown on an upper row while 
the example of the nonharmonic component's waveform 
vector data (NHW) is shown on a lower row. 
0.058 As shown in FIG. 7A, the harmonic component's 
waveform vector data (HW) of the attack portion comprises 
a combination of a characteristic waveform block Segment 
where data indicative of a characteristic waveform shape are 
Stored in Succession (hatched part in the figure) and a loop 
waveform Segment that follows the characteristic waveform 
block Segment and that can be read out repeatedly (filled 
in-black part in the figure). The characteristic waveform 
block segment is a high-quality waveform segment (nonloop 
waveform segment) having characteristics of a style of 
rendition (or articulation) etc. The loop waveform Segment 
is a unit waveform Segment of a relatively monotonous tone 
portion, which consists of one or an appropriate plurality of 
wave cycles. As shown in FIG. 7B, the harmonic compo 
nent's waveform vector data (HW) of the joint portion 
comprise a combination of data of a loop waveform Seg 
ment, a characteristic Waveform block Segment and a loop 
waveform segment. Further, as shown in FIG. 7C, the 
harmonic component's waveform vector data (HW) of the 
release portion comprise a combination of data of loop 
waveform Segments and a characteristic waveform block 
Segment. Nonharmonic component's waveform vector data 
(NHM) corresponding to the harmonic component's wave 
form vector data only comprise data of a characteristic 
waveform block Segment. In the harmonic component's 
waveform vector data having the characteristic waveform 
block Segment, i.e., in the harmonic component's waveform 
vector data comprising data of the nonsteady State portion, 
a desired position in the characteristic waveform block 
Segment is Stored as the block Synchronizing position BSP. 
As seen from FIGS. 7A to 7C, the block synchronizing 
position BSP is generally Set in the harmonic component's 
waveform vector data at the beginning of each region where 
the respective characteristic waveform block Segments of 
the harmonic and nonharmonic components waveform vec 
tor data overlap with each other. Block Synchronizing posi 
tions BSP are also set in the characteristic waveform block 
Segments of the nonharmonic component's waveform vector 
data in corresponding relation to the block Synchronizing 
positions BSP set in the characteristic waveform block 
Segments of the harmonic component's waveform vector 
data Set. That is, in the nonharmonic component's waveform 
vector data to be created along with the harmonic compo 
nent's waveform vector data, positions corresponding to the 
block synchronizing positions BSP of the harmonic compo 
nent's waveform vector data are Set as the block Synchro 
nizing positions BSP. Specifically, because he harmonic and 
nonharmonic component's waveform vector data are gen 
erally read out in accordance with predetermined readout 
addresses, Such predetermined data addresses are Stored as 
the block synchronizing positions BSP 
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0059. Whereas the embodiment has been set forth as 
Setting the block Synchronizing position BSP at the begin 
ning of each of the Overlapping regions between the char 
acteristic waveform block Segments of the harmonic and 
nonharmonic component's waveform vector data, the block 
Synchronizing position BSP may be set at any other desired 
position in the overlapping region. Further, although it 
suffices to set one block synchronizing position BSP in each 
of the characteristic waveform block Segments of the har 
monic and nonharmonic component's waveform vector 
data, a plurality Such block Synchronizing positions BSP 
may be set at any desired positions in each of the charac 
teristic waveform block Segments of the harmonic and 
nonharmonic component's waveform vector data. 
0060. The following paragraphs describe only a portion 
of the waveform Synthesis process, performed by the wave 
form synthesis section 101D of FIG. 4, which is character 
istic of the second embodiment, i.e. which is different from 
the waveform Synthesis process performed in accordance 
with the above-described first embodiment of the synchro 
nizing method. 
0061 Although the outline of the waveform synthesis 
proceSS performed in accordance with the Second embodi 
ment of the Synchronizing method is Similar to that illus 
trated in FIG. 5 in relation to the first embodiment, the 
Synchronizing position information given from the vector 
loader 20 to the individual vector decoders 31 to 35 in the 
Second embodiment is different in type from the Synchro 
nizing position information employed in the first embodi 
ment. Namely, the Synchronizing position information given 
from the vector loader 20 to the individual vector decoders 
31 to 35 in the second embodiment is information indicative 
of the above-mentioned block Synchronizing points or posi 
tions BSP, rather than the cycle synchronizing points CSP 
employed in the first embodiment. Thus, an outline of 
control based on the block Synchronizing position informa 
tion will be given below, with reference to FIG. 5, by 
replacing the “cycle synchronizing point CSP shown in 
FIG. 5 with the block synchronizing position BSP. In 
producing a harmonic component's waveform in accordance 
with the vector data readout location control, when the 
readout location of the harmonic component's waveform 
vector data has coincided with any one of the predetermined 
positions (e.g., data addresses) stored as the block Synchro 
nizing positions BSP, the harmonic component's timbre 
vector decoder 33 Sends a predetermined signal-in this 
embodiment, block Sync flag (BSF) Signal-, to the corre 
sponding nonharmonic component's timbre vector decoder 
35. 

0.062 Because, unlike the harmonic component's wave 
form, the nonharmonic component's waveform is not Syn 
thesized in Synchronism with a pitch of an input tone as 
previously noted, the nonharmonic component's timbre vec 
tor decoder 35 is supplied with no vector control instruction 
(i.e., readout speed input) for controlling the readout loca 
tions of the vector data in accordance with an input note 
(e.g., note number). Therefore, when the nonharmonic 
component's timbre vector decoder 35 has received the 
predetermined signal (e.g., block Sync flag (BSF) Signal) 
transmitted from the harmonic component's timbre vector 
decoder 33 in response to the readout of the block synchro 
nizing position BSP Set in each of the characteristic wave 
form block Segments of the harmonic component's wave 
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form vector data set, the timbre vector decoder 35 jumps the 
readout location of the nonharmonic component's waveform 
vector data to a predetermined position (e.g., data address) 
preset as the block synchronizing position BSP in the 
nonharmonic component's waveform vector data, So that the 
nonharmonic component's waveform can be Synchronized 
with a corresponding part of the harmonic component's 
waveform. The remaining portions of the process performed 
in the Second embodiment by the waveform synthesis Sec 
tion of FIG. 5 are generally the same as described earlier in 
relation to the first embodiment, and hence will not be 
described here to avoid unnecessary duplication. 
0063 AS having been set forth above, when the readout 
location of the harmonic component's waveform vector data 
has coincided with any one of the predetermined positions 
(e.g., data addresses) Stored as the block Synchronizing 
positions BSP during production of the harmonic compo 
nent's waveform through the pitch control based on the 
readout location control of the vector data, the harmonic 
component's timbre vector decoder 33 sends the predeter 
mined signal (e.g., block Sync flag (BSF) signal) to the 
nonharmonic component's timbre vector decoder 35, so that 
the harmonic component's waveform produced by the har 
monic component's timbre vector decoder 33 and the non 
harmonic component's waveform produced by the nonhar 
monic component's timbre vector decoder 35 can be 
Synchronized with each other at every predetermined posi 
tion. 

0064) Next, with reference to FIGS. 8A to 8C, a descrip 
tion will be made about Synchronized readout of the har 
monic and nonharmonic components waveform vector data 
using the block Synchronizing positions BSP preset at 
desired positions of the characteristic waveform block Seg 
ments. Specifically, FIGS. 8A to 8C are conceptual dia 
grams explanatory of the Synchronized readout of the har 
monic and nonharmonic components waveform vector data 
in relation to a case where a waveform of a body portion 
(only a trailing-end loop waveform segment R0 of the body 
portion is shown in the figures) is connected with a wave 
form of a Succeeding characteristic waveform block Seg 
ment. More specifically, FIG. 8A is a diagram schematically 
showing the body portion and characteristic waveform block 
Segment read out from the waveform database and arranged 
on a predetermined time axis in accordance with time 
information; Specifically, the harmonic component's wave 
form (vector data) is shown in an upper row of the figure, 
while the nonharmonic component's waveform (vector data) 
is shown in a lower row of the figure. FIG. 8B is a 
conceptual diagram explanatory of a variation over time of 
waveform readout locations (i.e., address progression) when 
the harmonic component's waveform and nonharmonic 
component's waveform shown in FIG. 8A are read out in 
accordance with a predetermined pitch; Specifically, the 
address progression to be used by the harmonic component's 
timbre vector decoder 33 (FIG. 5) to read out the harmonic 
component's waveform is shown in an upper row of the 
figure, while the address progression to be used by the 
nonharmonic component's timbre vector decoder 35 (FIG. 
5) to read out the nonharmonic component's waveform is 
shown in a lower row of the figure. Inclination angle of the 
address progression shown in the figure corresponds to the 
readout pitch. Further, FIG. 8C is a diagram schematically 
showing the harmonic and nonharmonic components wave 
forms read out in accordance with the respective address 
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progression of FIG. 8B and arranged on a predetermined 
time axis; that is, FIG. 8C schematically shows results of the 
Synchronized readout of the harmonic and nonharmonic 
components waveform vector data based on the block 
synchronizing positions BSP. 
0065. In FIGS. 8A to 8C, “to” to “t3” represent prede 
termined time points, which are denoted, for convenience of 
explanation, to indicate readout start timing of the charac 
teristic waveform block segments (hatched portions in the 
figures), loop waveform segments (filled-in-black portions 
in the figures), etc. Double-head arrows denoted between the 
characteristic waveform block Segments of the harmonic 
component's waveform and the nonharmonic component's 
waveform Show, for convenience of illustration, the posi 
tions Set as the corresponding block Synchronizing positions 
BSP in the characteristic waveform block segments of both 
of the harmonic and nonharmonic components waveforms. 
Namely, in this embodiment, the beginning or head position 
of the characteristic waveform block Segment in the har 
monic component's waveform and the predetermined posi 
tion, other than the head position, of the characteristic 
waveform block Segment in the nonharmonic component's 
waveform are set as the block synchronizing positions BSP. 
0.066 Asseen from FIG. 8A, the loop waveform segment 
and characteristic waveform block Segment are arranged on 
the predetermined time axis in accordance with respective 
predetermined time information that is, for example, calcu 
lated on the basis of note-on and note-off events etc. and 
included in the packets Supplied from the Style-of-rendition 
synthesis section (articulater) 101C of FIG. 5. In the har 
monic component's waveform illustrated in FIG. 8A, the 
leading-end loop waveform segment R0 of the body portion 
is placed in the position of time point t1, and the character 
istic waveform block Segment with loop waveform Segments 
R1 and R2 is placed in the position of time point t1. In the 
nonharmonic component's waveform, on the other hand, the 
characteristic waveform block Segment is placed in a posi 
tion corresponding to the placed position of the character 
istic waveform block Segment of the harmonic component's 
waveform; the characteristic waveform block Segment of the 
nonharmonic component's waveform is placed in the posi 
tion of time point til where the characteristic waveform 
block Segment, having the loop waveform Segments R1 and 
R2, of the harmonic component's waveform is placed. 
0067. In the harmonic component's waveform, as stated 
previously, the waveforms of the preceding body portion and 
Succeeding characteristic waveform block Segment are inter 
connected by cross-fade Synthesis between their respective 
loop waveform Segments. During the interconnection 
between the waveforms of the preceding body Section and 
Succeeding characteristic waveform block Segment, the 
instant embodiment performs control or phase adjustment to 
bring the respective loop waveform Segments of the preced 
ing body Section and Succeeding characteristic waveform 
block Segment into phase with each other. For the cross-fade 
readout, the loop waveform Segment R0 is read out repeat 
edly for a predetermined time period preceding time point 
t0. As seen from FIG. 8B, because this embodiment is 
arranged to initiate the cross-fade readout of the loop 
waveform segment R0 and loop waveform segment R1 at 
time point to, the readout of the loop waveform segment R1 
is initiated at time point to. At that time point to, the readout 
of the loop waveform segment R1 must be carried out in the 
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Same phase as the preceding loop waveform Segment R0. In 
the illustrated example of FIG. 8B, the loop waveform 
segment R0 takes on a phase “0” at time point to, in response 
to which the Succeeding loop waveform Segment R1 also 
starts to be read out with the same phase “0” at time point 
to; Similarly, if the loop waveform Segment R0 takes on a 
phase “a” at time point to, then the Succeeding loop wave 
form Segment R1 also starts to be read out with the same 
phase “C.”. By performing Such phase adjustment at time 
point to, the preceding loop waveform Segment R0 and 
Succeeding loop waveform Segment R1 are read out repeat 
edly from time point to onward; note that in FIG. 8B, there 
are shown only readout addresses of the loop waveform 
Segment R1. Such phase adjustment can prevent the wave 
forms of the two loop waveform segments R0 and R1 from 
undesirably canceling each other due to the cross-fade 
Synthesis. 
0068. In addition to being subjected to the phase adjust 
ment, the loop waveform Segments and waveform block 
Segment are placed on the predetermined time axis in 
accordance with the respective predetermined time informa 
tion as noted earlier, and thus, if the readout of the waveform 
block Segment is initiated at time point t2 where the wave 
form block Segment is placed, waveform continuity will be 
lost between the loop waveform segment R1 and the wave 
form block Segment, So that continuity of the tone in 
question will also be broken undesirably. To avoid such an 
inconvenience, the instant embodiment waits the readout 
timing of the waveform block Segment until one wave cycle 
of the loop waveform Segment R1 has been completely read 
out in the third readout operation initiated at time point t1 So 
that the respective waveforms of the loop waveform Seg 
ment R1 and waveform block Segment can be intercon 
nected continuously with no break, Specifically, in the illus 
trated example, the readout of the waveform block Segment 
is waited till time point t3. AS a consequence, the readout 
timing of the waveform block Segment is delayed from time 
point t2 to time point t3, so that the readout of the waveform 
block Segment is initiated at time point t3 rather than at time 
point t2. Thus, at and after time point t3, the waveform block 
Segment will be read out delayed as compared to the case 
where the readout timing of the waveform block Segment is 
not waited at all; namely, the readout of the characteristic 
waveform block Segment is shifted from a position denoted 
by a broken line in the figure to a position denoted by a Solid 
line. By So doing, the instant embodiment can eliminate the 
possibility of the waveform continuity being lost between 
the loop waveform segment R1 and the waveform block 
Segment. With Such address progression, the harmonic com 
ponent's waveform can be read out in the manner as shown 
in the upper row of FIG. 8C; that is, the preceding loop 
waveform Segment R0 and Succeeding loop waveform Seg 
ment R1 are read out repeatedly for a tome period from time 
point t0 to t3 while being subjected to cross-fade synthesis, 
and then the waveform block Segment is read out from time 
point t3 onward. 
0069. For the nonharmonic component's waveform, on 
the other hand, the readout of the waveform block segment 
is initiated at time point t1 in accordance with the time 
information irrespective of the delay in the readout timing of 
the harmonic component's waveform, as seen from FIG. 
8B. Then, upon arrival at time point t3, when the readout 
location of the waveform block Segment of the harmonic 
component's waveform coincides with the block Sync posi 
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tion BSP set in the waveform block segment, the nonhar 
monic component's timbre vector decoder 35 receives the 
predetermined signal (e.g., block Sync flag signal) from the 
harmonic component's timbre vector decoder 33. Then, the 
address location at time point t3 is jumped to another address 
location set as the block sync position BSP, so that the same 
waveform block Segment of the nonharmonic component's 
waveform is read out again from the address location Set as 
the block sync position BSP. Namely, after the waveform 
block Segment of the nonharmonic component's waveform 
has been read out to an enroute point thereof during a period 
from time point t1 to time point t3, the same waveform block 
Segment is read out again at and after the address location Set 
as the block sync position BSP. With such address progres 
Sion, the nonharmonic component's waveform can be read 
out in the manner as shown in the lower row of FIG. 8C, 
that is, the readout of the nonharmonic component's wave 
form is initiated at time point t1, and then, upon arrival at 
time point t3, the already read-out range of the nonharmonic 
component's waveform is again read out from its beginning 
onward. 

0070 Thus, the harmonic component's timbre vector 
decoder 33 and nonharmonic component's timbre vector 
decoder 35 can read out the harmonic and nonharmonic 
components waveforms in accordance with the address 
progression of FIG. 8B so that the read-out waveforms 
assume respective shapes as illustratively shown in FIG. 
8C. Namely, even when the readout of the waveform block 
Segment of the harmonic component's waveform has been 
delayed due to the phase adjustment during Synthesis 
between the harmonic and nonharmonic components wave 
forms, the instant embodiment Synchronizes the respective 
readout timing of the waveform block Segments of the two 
waveforms at each of the predetermined positions Set as the 
block Synchronizing positions BSP and repeatedly reads out 
the characteristic waveform block Segment of the nonhar 
monic component's waveform over a predetermined range 
of the characteristic waveform block Segment, with the 
result that it can always reliably eliminate any phase differ 
ence between the characteristic waveform block Segments of 
the two waveforms. 

0071 Namely, the second embodiment of the synchro 
nizing method performed in the waveform producing appa 
ratus too can Synchronize the respective readout timing of 
the waveform block Segments of the harmonic and nonhar 
monic components waveforms at each of the predetermined 
positions Set as the block Synchronizing positions BSP and 
thereby Synthesize together the harmonic and nonharmonic 
components waveforms with the phases of the respective 
characteristic blocks duly Synchronized with each other. AS 
a result, the waveform producing apparatus of the invention 
can produce a high-quality waveform. 

0.072 It should be appreciated that when the nonhar 
monic component's waveform is to be again read out from 
the address location Set as the block Synchronizing position 
BSP, the nonharmonic component's waveform may be read 
out while being Subjected to the cross-fade Synthesis within 
a predetermined time range. Thus, even when the readout 
location of the waveform block Segment of the harmonic 
component's waveform has been changed on the basis of the 
block Synchronizing position BSP, the waveform producing 
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apparatus advantageously achieves Smooth waveform con 
nection of the nonharmonic component's waveform with no 
intervening break. 
0073. In a case where a waveform block segment or the 
like of a nonharmonic component's waveform, having 
Spike-shaped waveform parts caused in Synchronism with a 
corresponding harmonic component's waveform, is used 
after having been a pitch shift operation, Setting a predeter 
mined position, where peak values or the like of Such 
Spike-shaped waveform parts appear, as the block Synchro 
nizing position BSP, there will be produced no phase dif 
ference between the harmonic and nonharmonic compo 
nents waveforms at the peaks or the like of the Spike-shaped 
waveform parts. Because phase differences in the Spike 
shaped waveform parts, particularly at their peaks or the 
like, can become one of the greatest causes to invite dete 
rioration in tone quality, noise, etc., the waveform producing 
apparatus can produce a high-quality waveform free of tone 
quality deterioration, noise, etc., by eliminating the phase 
differences at the peaks or the like in the Spike-shaped 
waveform parts. By thus Setting the block Synchronizing 
position BSP at the predetermined position in the waveform 
block Segment, it is possible to effectively prevent a Syn 
chronization error that would occur between the waveform 
block Segments of the harmonic and nonharmonic compo 
nents waveforms during the pitch shift operation. 
0074. It should also be appreciated that the above-de 
scribed synchronization control between the waveform 
block Segments of the harmonic and nonharmonic compo 
nents waveforms based on the blockSynchronizing position 
BSP may of course be applied to a case where the readout 
Speed of the individual vector data varies in response to a 
tone pitch. Further, the above-described Synchronization 
control of the invention may be applied to a case where 
time-axial Stretch/contraction of an entire waveform to be 
produced is controlled by performing TSC control of the 
waveform block Segments of the harmonic and nonharmonic 
components waveforms. 
0075) Furthermore, whereas the second embodiment has 
been described as arranged to preset the blockSynchronizing 
positions BSP in the waveform block segments of the 
harmonic component's waveform and corresponding non 
harmonic component's waveform, the embodiment may be 
arranged to allow the user to Set or modify the block 
Synchronizing positions BSP at or to appropriate positions 
for each of the waveform block Segments. 
0076. It should also be obvious that in the case where a 
plurality of the block synchronizing positions BSP are preset 
in each of the waveform block Segments of the harmonic and 
nonharmonic components waveform vector data, the Syn 
chronization control is performed in Such a manner that the 
block Synchronizing positions BSP in the corresponding 
waveform block Segments of the harmonic and nonharmonic 
components waveform vector data correspond to each 
other. 

0077. Note that in the case where the above-described 
waveform producing apparatus is applied to an electronic 
musical instrument, the electronic musical instrument may 
be of any type other than the keyboard-type instrument, Such 
as a Stringed, wind or percussion instrument. In Such a case, 
the present invention is of course applicable not only to Such 
an electronic musical instrument where all of the music 
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piece data reproduction Section 101A, musical Score inter 
pretation section 101B, style-of-rendition synthesis section 
101C, waveform synthesis section 101D and the like are 
incorporated together as a unit within the musical instru 
ment, but also to another type of electronic musical instru 
ment where the above-mentioned Sections are provided 
Separately and interconnected via communication facilities 
Such as a MIDI interface, various networks and the like. 
Further, the waveform producing apparatus of the present 
invention may comprise a combination of a personal com 
puter and application Software, in which case various pro 
cessing programs may be Supplied to the waveform produc 
ing apparatus from a Storage media Such as a magnetic disk, 
optical disk or Semiconductor memory or via a communi 
cation network. Furthermore, the waveform producing appa 
ratus of the present invention may be applied to automatic 
performance apparatuS Such as a player piano. 

0078. In Summary, the present invention having been 
described So far is characterized by reading out data of 
harmonic and nonharmonic components waveforms while 
Synchronizing their respective readout locations per prede 
termined position corresponding to a predetermined cycle. 
With this arrangement, the present invention can Synthesize 
or combine together the waveforms while effectively elimi 
nating a phase difference between the two waveforms at 
each of the readout locations. As a result, the present 
invention can produce high-quality waveforms, taking Vari 
ous styles of rendition (or various kinds of articulation) into 
account, without inducing tone color deterioration, undes 
ired noise, etc. 

0079. Further, the present invention is characterized by 
Synthesizing together harmonic and nonharmonic compo 
nents waveforms while Synchronizing their respective 
waveform data at each predetermined position in their 
nonsteady state portions (characteristic waveform block 
Segments), Such as attack, release and joint portions, pre 
Senting complicated waveform variations. With this arrange 
ment, the present invention can effectively prevent a differ 
ence in waveform Synthesis timing between the harmonic 
and nonharmonic components waveforms in each of the 
nonsteady State portions. Thus, the present invention can 
reliably prevent tone color deterioration, undesired noise, 
etc. and thus achieves the Superior benefit that it can produce 
high-quality waveforms. 

0080. The present invention relates to the subject matter 
of Japanese Patent Application Nos. 2001-277994 and 2001 
374014 filed Sep. 13, 2001 and Dec. 7, 2001, respectively, 
disclosure of which is expressly incorporated herein by 
reference in its entirety. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A waveform producing apparatus comprising: 

a storage device Storing a plurality of Sets of waveform 
data to be read out along a time axis, Said Storage device 
also storing, for each one of the Sets of waveform data, 
Synchronizing information representative of a plurality 
of cycle Synchronizing points that are indicative of 
periodic specific phase positions where the one set of 
waveform data should be synchronized in phase with 
another of the Sets of waveform data; and 
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a processor coupled with Said Storage device and adapted 
to: 

read out at least two of the sets of waveform data from 
Said Storage device; 

also read out, from Said Storage device, the Synchro 
nizing information Stored for each of the at least two 
Sets of waveform data read out from Said Storage 
device; and 

control readout of at least one of the at least two Sets of 
waveform data on the basis of the Synchronizing 
information read out from Said Storage device in Such 
a manner that respective readout locations of the at 
least two Sets of waveform data are Synchronized 
with each other at least at the Specific phase position 
indicated by the cycle Synchronizing point, 

wherein a tone waveform is Synthesized by combining the 
at least two Sets of waveform data read out from Said 
Storage device under control of Said processor. 

2. A waveform producing apparatus as claimed in claim 1 
wherein Said Storage device Stores a set of waveform data 
representing a harmonic component of a predetermined 
waveform and a Set of waveform data representing a non 
harmonic component of the predetermined waveform, and 

Said processor reads out the waveform data representing 
the harmonic component of the predetermined wave 
form and also reads out the waveform data representing 
the nonharmonic component of the predetermined 
waveform to be combined with the waveform data 
representing the harmonic component. 

3. A waveform producing apparatus as claimed in claim 2 
wherein the Specific phase positions indicated by the plu 
rality of cycle Synchronizing points are positions determined 
in accordance with wave cycles of the waveform data 
representing the harmonic component of the predetermined 
waveform. 

4. A waveform producing apparatus as claimed in claim 2 
wherein Said processor controls readout of the waveform 
data representing the nonharmonic component of the pre 
determined waveform So that a phase position indicated by 
the cycle Synchronizing point of the waveform data repre 
Senting the nonharmonic component is Synchronized with a 
phase position indicated by the cycle Synchronizing point 
read out in correspondence with readout of the waveform 
data representing the harmonic component. 

5. A waveform producing apparatus as claimed in claim 1 
wherein for the at least one of the at least two sets of 
waveform data to be read out from Said Storage devic, Said 
processor causes a virtual readout location, for reading out 
the waveform data of the at least one of the at least two sets 
from Said Storage device, to progreSS with passage of time, 
and Specifies, on the basis of the virtual readout location, an 
actual readout location for reading out the waveform data of 
the at least one of the at least two Sets from Said Storage 
device, and 

wherein Said processor performs control to allow the 
actual readout location to be specified by shifting the 
virtual readout location of the waveform data of the at 
least one of the at least two sets in Such a manner that 
a phase position indicated by the cycle Synchronizing 
point of the at least one of the at least two sets is 
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Synchronized with the Specific phase position indicated 
by the cycle Synchronizing point of other of the at least 
tWO SetS. 

6. A waveform producing apparatus as claimed in claim 5 
wherein Said processor performs control to allow the actual 
readout location to be specified by shifting the Virtual 
readout location of the at least one of the at least two Sets 
back to a phase position indicated by the cycle Synchroniz 
ing point of the at least one Set that is Set immediately before 
Said virtual readout location. 

7. A waveform producing apparatus as claimed in claim 1 
wherein Said processor performs control to change a readout 
location of the waveform data, to be read out from Said 
Storage device, of other of the at least two Sets in Such a 
manner that a phase position indicated by the cycle Syn 
chronizing point of the other of the at least two sets is 
Synchronized with a phase position indicated by the cycle 
Synchronizing point read out in correspondence with the one 
of the at least two Sets. 

8. A waveform producing apparatus as claimed in claim 1 
wherein the periodic Specific phase positions to be indicated 
by the plurality of cycle Synchronizing points have cycles 
that correspond in number to an integral multiple of wave 
cycles of the waveform data. 

9. A waveform producing apparatus as claimed in claim 1 
wherein the at least one of the at least two sets of waveform 
data Stored in Said Storage device has a predetermined 
waveform data Section that is adapted to be read out repeat 
edly from Said Storage device. 

10. A method for producing a waveform by use of a 
Storage device Storing waveform data, said storage device 
Storing a plurality of Sets of waveform data to be read out 
along a time axis, Said Storage device also storing, for each 
one of the Sets of waveform data, Synchronizing information 
representative of a plurality of cycle Synchronizing points 
that are indicative of periodic specific phase positions where 
the one set of waveform data should be synchronized in 
phase with another of the Sets of waveform data, Said 
method comprising: 

a readout Step of reading out at least two of the Sets of 
waveform data from Said Storage means, Said readout 
Step also reading out, from Said Storage device, the 
Synchronizing information Stored for each of the at 
least two sets, and 

a control Step of controlling readout, by Said readout Step, 
of at least one of the at least two sets of waveform data 
on the basis of the Synchronizing information read out 
by Said readout Step in Such a manner that respective 
readout locations of the at least two Sets of waveform 
data are Synchronized with each other at least at the 
Specific phase position indicated by the cycle Synchro 
nizing point, 

wherein a tone waveform is Synthesized by combining the 
at least two sets of waveform data read out by Said 
readout Step under control of Said control Step. 

11. A waveform producing apparatus 
a storage device Storing a plurality of blocks of waveform 

data to be read out along a time axis, Said Storage device 
also storing, for each one of the blocks of waveform 
data, at least one piece of Synchronizing position infor 
mation indicative of a Specific position where the one 
block should be synchronized with another of the 
blocks, and 
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a processor coupled with Said Storage device and adapted 
to: 

read out at least two of the blocks of waveform data 
from Said Storage device in a parallel fashion; 

also read out, from Said Storage device, the Synchro 
nizing position information Stored for each of the at 
least two blocks read out from Said Storage device; 
and 

control readout of at least one of the at least two blockS 
of waveform data on the basis of the Synchronizing 
position information read out from Said Storage 
device in Such a manner that respective readout 
locations of the at least two blocks of waveform data 
to be read out in parallel are Synchronized with each 
other at least at the Specific position indicated by the 
read-out Synchronizing position information, 

wherein a tone waveform is Synthesized by combining the 
at least two blocks of waveform data read out from said 
Storage device under control of Said processor. 

12. A waveform producing apparatus as claimed in claim 
11 wherein Said Storage device Stores blocks of waveform 
data of a plurality of types, and Said processor reads out the 
blocks of waveform data of at least two of the types in a 
parallel fashion. 

13. A waveform producing apparatus as claimed in claim 
12 wherein said plurality of types include a type correspond 
ing to a harmonic component of a waveform and a type 
corresponding to a nonharmonic component of the wave 
form. 

14. A waveform producing apparatus as claimed in claim 
11 wherein Said processor reads out two or more blocks of 
waveform data from Said Storage device through a first 
channel while Sequentially combining the two or more 
blocks in a time-Serial manner, and, in parallel to readout 
through Said first channel, Said processor reads out two or 
more other blocks of waveform data from Said Storage 
device through a Second channel while Sequentially com 
bining the two or more other blockS in a time-Serial manner. 

15. A waveform producing apparatus as claimed in claim 
11 wherein Said processor controls readout of at least one of 
the at least two blocks of waveform data, at the Specific 
position indicated by the Synchronizing position informa 
tion, So that Said at least one of the at least two blocks of 
waveform data is read out while being Subjected to the 
cross-fade Synthesis within a predetermined range including 
the Specific position. 

16. A waveform producing apparatus comprising: 

a storage device Storing a plurality of blocks of waveform 
data, to be read out along a time axis, for each of a 
harmonic component composed of a periodic wave 
form component and a nonharmonic component com 
posed of a nonperiodic waveform component, Said 
Storage device also storing, for each of the blocks, at 
least one piece of Synchronizing position information 
indicative of a specific position where respective blockS 
of the harmonic component and nonharmonic compo 
nent corresponding to the harmonic component Should 
be Synchronized with each other; and 
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a processor coupled with Said Storage device and adapted 
to: 

read out respective blocks of the harmonic component 
and corresponding nonharmonic component in a 
parallel fashion; and 

control readout of the block of waveform data of the 
nonharmonic component, on the basis of the Syn 
chronizing position information for the block of the 
harmonic component read out from Said Storage 
device, in Such a manner that a readout location of 
the block of the nonharmonic component to be read 
out in parallel to the block of the harmonic compo 
nent is Synchronized with a corresponding readout 
location of the block of the harmonic component at 
least at the Specific position indicated by the read-out 
Synchronizing position information. 

17. A waveform producing apparatus as claimed in claim 
16 wherein the Synchronizing position information is pre 
determined position information that is related to the begin 
ning of a time period when the block of the harmonic 
component and the block of the harmonic component are to 
be read out in Overlapping relation to each other. 

18. A method for producing a waveform by use of a 
Storage device Storing waveform data, Said Storage means 
Storing a plurality of blocks of waveform data to be read out 
along a time axis, Said Storage device also storing, for each 
one of the blocks of waveform data, at least one piece of 
Synchronizing position information indicative of a specific 
position where the one block should be synchronized with 
another of the blocks; 

a readout Step of reading out at least two of the blocks of 
waveform data from Said Storage device in a parallel 
fashion, Said readout Step also reading out, from Said 
Storage device, the Synchronizing position information 
stored for each of the at least two blocks; and 

a control Step of controlling readout, by Said readout Step, 
of at least one of the at least two blocks of waveform 
data on the basis of the Synchronizing position infor 
mation read out by Said readout Step in Such a manner 
that respective readout locations of the at least two 
blocks of waveform data are synchronized with each 
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other at least at the Specific position indicated by the 
read-out Synchronizing position information, 

wherein a tone waveform is Synthesized by combining the 
at least two blocks of waveform data read out by said 
readout Step under control of Said control Step. 

19. A method for producing a waveform by use of a 
Storage device Storing a plurality of blocks of waveform 
data, to be read out along a time axis, for each of a harmonic 
component composed of a periodic waveform component 
and a nonharmonic component composed of a nonperiodic 
waveform component, Said Storage device also storing, for 
each of the blocks, at least one piece of Synchronizing 
position information indicative of a Specific position where 
respective blocks of the harmonic component and nonhar 
monic component corresponding to the harmonic compo 
nent should be synchronized with each other, said method 
comprising, 

a readout Step of reading out respective blocks of the 
harmonic component and corresponding nonharmonic 
component in a parallel fashion; and 

a control Step of controlling readout, by Said readout Step, 
of the block of waveform data of the nonharmonic 
component, on the basis of the Synchronizing position 
information for the block of the harmonic component 
read out by Said readout Step, in Such a manner that a 
readout location of the block of the nonharmonic 
component to be read out in parallel to the block of the 
harmonic component is Synchronized with a corre 
sponding readout location of the block of the harmonic 
component at least at the Specific position indicated by 
the Synchronizing position information. 

20. A computer program comprising computer program 
code means for performing all the Steps of claim 10 when 
Said program is run on a computer. 

21. A computer program comprising computer program 
code means for performing all the Steps of claim 18 when 
Said program is run on a computer. 

22. A computer program comprising computer program 
code means for performing all the Steps of claim 19 when 
Said program is run on a computer. 
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